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AN EQUIVARIANT
AND THE SYMMETRIC

BRAUER SEMIGROUP
IMPRIMITIVITY
THEOREM

ASTRID AN HUEF, IAIN RAEBURN, AND DANA P. WILLIAMS
ABSTRACT.Suppose that (X, G) is a second countable locally compact transformation group. We let SG(X) denote the set of Morita equivalence classes
of separable dynamical systems (A, G, a) where A is a Co (X)-algebra and
a is compatible with the given G-action on X. We prove that SG(X) is a
commutative semigroup with identity with respect to the binary operation
[A, G, a] [B, G, 3] = [A (x B, G, a (x /] for an appropriately defined balanced
tensor product on Co(X)-algebras. If G and H act freely and properly on the
left and right of a space X, then we prove that SG(X/H) and SH(G\X) are
isomorphic as semigroups. If the isomorphism maps the class of (A, G, a) to
the class of (B, H, /), then A >A0 G is Morita equivalent to B xA H.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mackey's imprimitivity theorem identifies the unitary representations U of a
locally compact group G which have been induced from a closed subgroup H.
In Rieffel's formulation, it says that U is induced precisely when it is part of a
covariant representation (7r,U) of the dynamical system (Co(G/H), G); he proved
the theorem by showing that the crossed product Co(G/H) x G is Morita equivalent
to the group C*-algebra C*(H) (and invented the C*-algebraic theory of Morita
equivalence while he was at it). The symmetric imprimitivity theorem of Green
and Rieffel involves commuting free and proper actions of two groups, G and H, on
a space X, and asserts that Co(G\X) x H is Morita equivalent to Co(X/H) x G
(see [26]); one recovers Mackey's theorem by taking H C G and X = G.
In recent years we have studied dynamical systems involving continuous-trace
C*-algebras (A, G, a) by viewing them as elements of an equivariant Brauer group
BrG(X) associated to the induced action of a group G on the spectrum X of the
algebra A [6], [18]. Inspired by the symmetric imprimitivity theorem, it was shown
in [16] that if H and G act freely and properly on X as above, then there is a group
isomorphism A of BrH(G\X) onto BrG(X/H) such that B x> G is Morita equivalent to A >x, H whenever (B, G, /3) is a representative for A(A, H, a). Green and
Rieffel's symmetric imprimitivity theorem is recovered by taking A = Co(G\X);
in general, this Morita equivalence can be obtained by applying the noncommutative symmetric imprimitivity theorem of [21] to systems involving continuous-trace
algebras.
Our present goal is to find a version of the isomnorphismof [16] which incorporates as much algebraic structure as possible and yet gives the full strength of the
Received by the editors November 25, 1998.
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symmetric imprimitivity theorem as discussed in [21]. We shall do this by introducing an equivariant Brauer semigroup SG(X): the objects in SG(X) are again
represented by systems (A, G, a), but now we insist only that A is a Co(X)-algebra
in the sense of [14], [2], [17], and that the action a is compatible with a given action
of G on X and Co(X). This incorporates many more systems: the algebras A need
not be type I or even nuclear, and their spectrums could be much bigger than X.
(For example, any algebra of the form Co(X, D) could arise.)
We begin by introducing our Brauer semigroup SG(X). As in [6], the product
is based on a balanced tensor product of the underlying algebras. Here, however,
we want to allow non-nuclear algebras, and this leads to technical difficulties: to
get an associative multiplication we have to use the maximal tensor product rather
than the spatial one. The objects in SG(X) will be Morita equivalence classes of
systems, and checking that these equivalences are compatible with our balanced
tensor products requires some technical innovations.
Our basic isomorphism is proved in section 3. Specifically, we prove that if G
and H are second countable locally compact groups acting freely and properly on
the left and right, respectively, of a second countable locally compact space X in
such a way that (s . x) - h
s (x * h), then there is a semigroup isomorphism
0 of SG(X/H) onto SH(G\X). We give an explicit description of 0 in terms of
Rieffel's generalized fixed-point algebras AY for proper actions 7 : G -- Aut A.
Every class in SG(X/H) has a representative of the form (AO,G, a), where a and
/3 are commuting proper actions of G and H, respectively, on a C0o(X)-algebraA
which are compatible with the given actions on X. Since AO is a subalgebra of the
multiplier algebra M(A), aois just the natural lift of a to M(A). The isomorphism
0 maps the class of (A:, G, a) to the class of (A', H, /3). Furthermore, A' >x H and
A >xaG are Morita equivalent. The Morita equivalence can be proved two ways;
since (A, G x H, a x 3) defines a class in SGXH(X) and the actions of G and H are
free and proper, the equivalence follows from Kasparov's [14, Theorem 3.15] or from
the second author's [21, Theorem 1.1]. Carefully untangling Kasparov's argument
leads to a tensor product imprimitivity bimodule, and also to an interesting result
concerning regular representations of the crossed products A' xM H arising in our
theorem. (Recall that regular representations are faithful exactly when the reduced
crossed product A' x ,rH equals the universal crossed product A' x3SH.)
We present our result on regular representations in section 4. Given that the
action of G on X is free and proper, a: G -* Aut A must be proper and saturated
in Rieffel's sense and hence Ao := Cc(X) . A can be completed to an A x a, G- ACimprimitivity bimodule Y' by [27, Theorem 1.5]. An important special case occurs
when A = Co(X, D) and a -= r 7yfor a C*-dynamical system > : G -> Aut D. It
is proved in [23, Theorem 2.1] that CC(X, D) can be completed to a Co(X, D) x>,
G- Indx (A, a)-imprimitivity bimodule X. We prove that Y' is a quotient of X,
and use this to prove that regular representations of A x> G are faithful; thus,
A xa,r G - A x>, G. Furthermore, Y' admits an H-action u such that (Y,u)
implements an equivalence between (A x>, G, H, 3 x t) and (A', H, /3). Using [7],
[5], we can form an A X>xx (G x H)- Al x, H-imprimitivity bimodule Y' x>uH
based on CC(H,Y'). The set-up is symmetric in H and G, and the tensor product
bimodule
(1.1)

W := (YO >

G)~(AX,,.x(GxH)

(Y

>xu H)
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is an A >X G-A0 x B H-imprimitivity bimodule. Using the symmetry in (1.1)
and a result of Combes, we can prove that regular representations of AO xa G are
x H are. This generalizes a
faithful if and only if regular representations of AA >
result of Quigg and Spielberg [20, Theorem 4.2].
Although the approach leading to (1.1) was used in proving our generalization
of Quigg-Spielberg, it is often convenient in applications (cf. [9]) to have a more
concrete realization of the imprimitivity bimodule. By appealing to [21], we can
obtain an AO >x G- A' x H-imprimitivity bimodule Z which is a quotient of the
module constructed in [21, Theorem 1.1] based on C,(X, A). It is natural to ask if
the two modules are the same, and it turns out that they are isomorphic. We give
a proof in the case A = Co(X, D) at the end of section 4.
Since BrG(X) is easily identified with a subgroup of the group SG(X)-' of
invertible elements in SG(X), our definitions and results concerning SG(X) extend
those for the equivariant Brauer group Brc(X). However, Brc(X) is actually
equal to SG(X)-', and we prove this in an appendix; the result and its proof are
essentially due to Green [12], but were never published.
2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Co(X)-algebras. If X is a locally compact (Hausdorff) space, then a Co(X)algebra is a C*-algebra A together with a homomorphism LA : Co(X) -- ZM(A)
which is nondegenerate in the sense that
LA(Co(X)) *A :- span{ LA( P) *a: F E CCo(X) and a E A}

is dense in A. There is already considerable literature on Co(X)-algebras; in particular, [3] and [17] give nice overall treatments. We recount some of the basic
properties here for convenience.
The Dauns-Hofmann Theorem identifies the center ZM(A) of the multiplier
algebra with Cb(PrimA). It is not hard to see that if (A, LA)is a Co(X)-algebra,
then there is a continuous map CAA Prim(A)

-

X such that LA((O)and o o CA are

equal in ZM(A). Conversely, if CAAPrim(A) -+ X is continuous, then
LA(P)a := ((O 0 A) a

for all p C Co(X) and a C A

clearly defines a homomorphism LA : Co(X) - ZM(A), and it is not hard to
see that LAis nondegenerate. When convenient, we can view caA as a continuous
function on A. We usually suppress the homomorphism LA, and write .p a in
place of LA((p)a and a (p in place of aLA(p). Thus a Co(X)-algebra

A is a central

Co(X)-bimodule.1 Conversely, if A is a nondegenerate central Co(X)-bimodule,
*a makes A into a Co(X)-algebra
then LA(p)a :=
a E A and poC Co(X).

provided ((p a)* =

a* for all

We will write Co,x(X) for the ideal of functions in Co(X) which vanish at x. If
A is a Co(X)-algebra, then let Ix be the closed ideal Co0,(X) . A of A. Notice that
if x ? oA(Prim(A)), then I = A; otherwise,
x =

n{ P CA(P) = X.

A Co(X)-algebra can profitably be viewed as the upper-semicontinuous sections of
a bundle over X (cf., [10], [11], [15]). Specifically, the quotient A/lx will be called
the fibre over x, and will be denoted by A(x). The image of a E A in A(x) will
If X is a B-bimodule, we call X a central B-bimodule when b x = x b for all x C X and b C B.
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be denoted by a(x). Some of the basic properties of the "section" x i-> a(x) are
summarized in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1 ([3], [17]). Suppose that A is a Co(X)-algebra.
(a) For all a C A, the map x i- Ila(x)ll is upper semicontinuous. That is, {x C
X : la(x)l > e} is closed for all e > 0.
(b) The map x - > ila(x)ll is continuous for all a E A if and only if cA is open
from Prim(A) to X.
(c) For all a f A, Ilall= sup{ Ila(x)ll x C X }.
(d) If (p c Co(X) and a C A, then (Qo a)(x) = o(px)a(x).
2.2. Balanced tensor products. We will write 6(X) for the collection of all
separable Co(X)-algebras. We want to define a Co(X)-balanced tensor product on
65(X) with the objective of defining, up to isomorphism, an associative operation on
(X) for which Co(X) is an identity. Since (X) can contain non-nuclear algebras,
an approach based on identifying Prim(A 0 B) with Prim(A) x Prim(B), such as
employed in [23, ?1], is inadequate. However, Blanchard's maximal Co(X)-balanced
tensor product is sufficient for our purposes [3], [2]. (Blanchard considered only the
case in which X is compact. However, his results extend easily to the general case.
Additional details may be found in [11, ?2].)
Definition 2.2 ([11, Definition 2.3]). Let A and B be two Co(X)-algebras and let
I be the closed ideal of A 0max B generated by
{a . o 0 b - a

(p . b: a E A, b C B, p

C Co(X) }.

Then A ox B :- (A 0m,ax B)/I, equipped with the Co(X)-action given on the
images a ox b of elementary tensors a 0 b by
- cp a ox b = a ox p ' b,
p
ox
(a

b)

is called the maximal Co(X)-balanced tensor product of A and B.
Remark 2.3. It is possible to form other balanced tensor products, but our choice
of the maximal tensor product is not a random one. For example, it is observed
in [2] that Blanchard's minimal tensor product (C(x), which is defined using the
spatial tensor product, need not be associative. Such pathologies vanish when one
of the factors is nuclear, and Definition 2.2 gives the same balanced tensor product
used in [23] when at least one of the algebras is nuclear.
The universal property of the maximal tensor product implies that every representation of A 3x B is of the form 7rA0

7TB,

where T7Aand TB are commuting

representations of A and B, respectively, such that nTAco(x) = TBICo(X) (cf., [11,
Remark 2.5(a)]). If A is both a Co(X)- and a Co(Y)-algebra, and C is a Co(Y)algebra, then A Oy C is a Co(X)-algebra in such a way that
* Oy c) = (p' a) Oy c for p
.(a

Co(X).

If 7rA and txCis a pair of commuting representations such that
WAICo(Y) =
-C

then the corresponding representation 7rAOy
(TrA Oy T7c)

Co(x)

Co (Y),
WrCof
=

A ?y C satisfies

A lco(X).
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Lemma 2.4. Suppose that X and Y are second countable locally compact Hausdorff
spaces, and that p : X -- Y is a continuous surjection. Let C E 6(Y), and
A,B E 6(X). Viewing, as necessary, elements in 6(X) as elements of 6(Y) via
composition withp, there is an isomorphism T of (AOxB)OyC onto (AoyC)oxB
such that
x b) y c) = (a Oy c) x b.
2 (A ox B) Oy
Similarly, there are isomorphisms Ti : A Ox B -+ B Ox A and 2:
C -> A ox (B ?y C) such that 'l (a ox b) = b ox a and f2 ((a ox b) ?y c) =
a Ox (b Oy c).
'I((a

Proof. The idea is to show that the natural isomorphism of (A ma,, B) (max C
onto (A mrnax
C) Omax B (e.g., [25, Corollary B.29]) matches up the kernels of the
quotient maps qi onto (A Ox B) oy C and q2 onto (A oy C) Ox B. The kernel of
the quotient map (A ox B) OnmaxC - (A ?x B) oy C is

n{ ker(r7AOx

Ox WB) Op* =1rC\Co(Y)
wB)) O =C : (WFA
}.

So ker ql, which is the inverse image of this ideal in (A Omax B) Omax C, is

n{

)c'
ker(7wA O 7B) O

:

'
TrAlco(X) o p

A lc,o(X) -= TB Co(X) and

On the other hand, the kernel of the map (A ?y C) OmaxB
:
n{ker(7TA (y 7r) 0 TB rFAOy 7rCICo(X) -TB

= n{

-4

=

C\Co(Y) }.

(A ?y C) Ox B is

Co(X }

ker(7A Oy )1TC)o =~B : TAI o(x) = TB Co(X) }.

Thus
ker q2 = n{ ker(7TAO 7rC)OwB
7rA Co(X) 0*

= 7CIC]o(Y)

and 7TrACo(X) = 7rcBco()

and the assertions about 4 follow. The arguments for 1i and

'2

are similar.

},

D

Corollary 2.5. The maximal Co(X)-balanced tensor product is associative on
6(X).
2.3. Induced algebras. Suppose that X is a free and proper left G-space and
that (A, G, a) is a dynamical system. Then Indx (A, a) is the C*-subalgebra of
Cb(X, A) consisting of those functions f such that
and (b) x H Ilf(x)ll defines an element of Co(G\X).
(a) f(s x) = as(f(x)),
When X is a right G-space, condition (a) is replaced by
(a)' f(x. s) = a- l(f(x)).
An important example occurs when G is a closed subgroup of a locally compact
group H. If H is viewed as a right G-space, then IndG(A, a) was studied at length
in [22]. Furthermore, if y = r 0 a is the diagonal action of G on Co(X, A), given
by
(2.1)

s (f)(x) = as (f(s-

x)),

then Ind (A, a) is the algebra denoted by GC(X,A)Y in [23, ?2] and by
Ind(A; X, G, a) or Ind(a) in [21].
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2.4. Proper actions on C*-algebras. It is well-known that proper group actions
on spaces -and
therefore on abelian C*-algebras -play
a central role in the
theory of crossed products. It is natural to try to extend the notion of proper
actions to nonabelian C*-algebras. Although it is not yet clear what the best
definition of such an action should be, the notion developed by Rieffel in [27] is
sufficient for our purposes.2 Let (A, G, a) be a dynamical system, and suppose that
Ao is a dense a-invariant *-subalgebra of A. A multiplier T E M(A) belongs to
M(Ao) if T maps Ao into itself. Since each as extends to an automorphism Os of
M(A), we can consider the *-subalgebra M(Ao)n of a-invariant elements in M(Ao).
Definition 2.6 ([27, Definition 1.2]). A dynamical system (A,G, a) is called
proper if there is a dense a-invariant *-subalgebra Ao of A such that
(a) for all a,b C Ao, the functions
s H->aa,(b*) are in L1(G,A).

s v- E(a , b)(s) := Ac(s)-

2aaoS(b*) and

(b) For each a,b c Ao, there is a (uniquely determined) element (a , b) in
M(Ao)n such that for all c E Ao
/cas(a*b) ds = c(a , b).
Viewing

( , .) as taking values in A x>,,r G, Rieffel showed that

Eo := span

E(a ,

b): a, b C Ao }

was an ideal in A xa,r G. The action a is called saturated if the closure E of Eo is
all of A >xa,rG. The closure in M(A) of
Do : span{ (a, b) : a, b

Ao }

is defined to be the generalized fixed-point algebra of a, and is denoted A'.
Of course, Ao is an Eo - Do-bimodule; the actions are given by
(a , b)c =
for a, b, c

E

aa (b*c) ds

and c(a , b) =

J ca(a*b)

ds

Ao.

Theorem 2.7 ([27, Theorem 1.5]). Suppose that (A, G, a) is a proper dynamical
system. Then the completion Y of Ao is an E -A' -imprimitivity bimodule. In
particular, if a is also saturated, then A >,x G is Morita equivalent to A'.
Suppose that X is a left G-space. We will write 7G : G - Aut Co(X) for the
associated automorphism group: T(f)(x) = f(s-1 x). If X is a right H-space,
then r/h (f)(x) := f(x h). (When there is no possibility of confusion, we will write
r in place of TG or rH.)
Example 2.8 ([27, Example 2.6]). Suppose X is a free and proper left G-space,
and a : G -- Aut D is any C*-dynamical system. Then the diagonal action r 0 a
is a proper and saturated action of G on A = Co(X, D). Rieffel's generalized fixed
point algebra Co(X, D)T'? is Ind (D, a).
2Rieffel has recently introduced a more general notion of properness for actions of locally
compact groups on C*-algebras [28]. However, the earlier version suffices for our purposes here,
and the newer notion is not (yet) associated with a general Morita equivalence result.
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2.5. The Brauer Semigroup. Let (G, X) be a second countable locally compact
transformation group. We consider the class ?G(X) of pairs (A, a) where A is a
Co(X)-algebra and a : G -- Aut A is a strongly continuous action which preserves
the given G-action on X in that
(2.2)

as (qp a) = Ts(() . a(a)

for all (p E Co(X), s E G, and a E A.

Alternatively, we can replace (2.2) with oA(s.r ) = s -A(7r) for all 7rC A. Elements
of ?'G(X) were called G-Co(X)-algebras in [14].
Example 2.9 (Example 2.8 continued). The action p.f= (p0l)f
a Co(X)-algebra, and (Co(X, D), T a) E 6 (X).

makes Co(X, D)

Recall that two systems (A, G, a) and (B, G, 3) are Morita equivalent if there is
an A - B-imprimitivity bimodule X and a strongly continuous action u of G on X
by linear maps such that for all x, y E X and s C G,
and (us(x) , us(y))b = /3((x ,
(X, y)),
A(Us(X) , Us(Y)) = a {(A
y)s)
that
and
are
in
elements
are
which
Morita
Suppose
(A, a)
equivalent
(B, 3)
6c(X)
via (X, u). The actions of A and B extend to the respective multiplier algebras.
Hence X becomes a Co(X) - Co(X)-bimodule.

If hx : PrimB

-> PrimA

is the

Rieffel homeomorphism induced by X, and if we use the Dauns-Hofmann Theorem
to identify A(f) with f o CA and LB(f) with f o aB, then it is not hard to see that
(f

(TA) .X = X: (f o CB o hx)

(cf., [25, Proposition 5.7(a)]). It follows that we have LA(f) x = x LB(f) for all
x E X and f c Co(X) exactly when the diagram
(2.3)

Prim B

hX

> Prim A

x
commutes. With these considerations in mind, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.10. Two elements (A, a) and (B, /) in Gc(X) are Morita equivalent
over X if they are Morita equivalent via (X, u) and if
LA(f) .x =z

LB(f)

for all f E Co(X) and z C X.

In this event, we call X an A-x B-imprimitivity bimodule.
Remark 2.11. We shall write 3r(X) for the elements A in 6(X) with CA a homeomorphism and A continuous trace (so that we can identify X, A, and Prim A). If
A and B belong to 3Br(X) and if X is an A-x B-imprimitivity bimodule, then it
follows from (2.3) that hx = id. In particular, the notions of Morita equivalence
over X and an A-x B-imprimitivity bimodule defined above coincide on 93r(X)
with those defined, for example, in [25, Definition 5.6], [24, ?2] and [6, ?1].
Lemma 2.12. Morita equivalence over X is an equivalence relation on ?G(X).
O
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as in [6, ?3].
Definition 2.13. We let Sc(X) denote the set Gc(X)/I of Morita equivalence
classes over X. We call SG(X) the equivariant Brauer semigroup. The class of
(A, a) in SG(X) is denoted by [A, a].
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Now suppose that (A, a) and (B, 3) belong to Gc(X). Then s X->as X? 3s is a
strongly continuous automorphism group of A Omax B, and for all a C A, b E B,
and o E Co(X),
(2.4)

b - a0o.)

a

as 0 /3s(.

a 0 b - a 0 T,(p) b.

b) = r()

It follows that each a, 0 0s preserves the balancing ideal, and defines an automorx s is strongly
-s a
phism as ox Ps of A ox 3. It is not hard to check that s H
continuous and equivariant; that is, (A ox B, a Ox 0) E cG(X).
Suppose that X is an A - C-imprimitivity bimodule and that Y is a B- D-imprimitivity bimodule. Then the algebraic tensor product X 0 Y has a completion
X

3max

Y which is an A Omax B- C omax D-imprimitivity

bimodule in the expected

way. Although a sketch of this is given in [4, Proposition 2.9], we provide a proof
for convenience.
Lemma 2.14. Suppose that A, B, C, and D are C*-algebras, that X is an A -Cimprimitivity bimodule, and that Y is a B -D-imprimitivity bimodule. Then Z :
X o Y is an A O B - C O D-bimodule, and there are unique A ( B- and C () D-valued
pre-inner products on Z such that
y ,
)

AmaxB,((
((x 0

y , z 0

w)) =

w )

(COrinaxD

-

(X, z) 0

(y , W))

) C( 0

<^ , w) )D

{x
( ,X

With these inner products, Z becomes an A 0 B -C 0 D-pre-imprimitivity bimodule with respect to the maximal tensor product norms on A 0 B and C ( D. The
completion X Omax Y is an A Omax B-C

0rnax D-imprimitivity

bimodule.

Proof. Exactly as in the proof of [25, Proposition 3.36], Z is easily seen to satisfy
properties (a), (b), and (d) for a pre-imprimitivity bimodule as laid out in [25,
Definition 3.9]. The issue is to show that the inner products are bounded; that is,
we need to show that
(2.5)
(2.6)

(

a

.

7?,

aB((.
AOO

a

<2.5)
V\1\l<IIBKn(a
maxB(( , a))
M[lPD1
, a. /)) < C(&intxDAQ)B((D

,
I

and
and

a)

for all a C X Y, [ C C D, and v E A ) B. (We have decorated the inner
products with the algebraic tensor products to emphasize that we are working on
the incomplete bimodule X 0 Y.)
Let X Omax Y be the completion of X 0 Y as a right Hilbert C Omax D-module
(see [25, Lemma 2.16]).

Let q : X

Y -+ X Omax Y be the natural map.

We

claim that there is a homomorphism >A of M(A) into ?(X OrmaxY) such that
A(m)(q(x O y)) = q(m x 0 y). Since IA(m*) will act as an adjoint for (A(m),

it will suffice to see that 4A(m) is bounded on X 0 Y with respect to | * |IX0?maxY-

Since M(A) is spanned by its unitary elements, we can assume that m is unitary.
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x ? yi, then
= zi

If a =

11 A(m)q(a)

1

XnaxY

:= I (A(m)q((a)

, 4A(m)q(a))

n

Z= K(mxi

Tr

0
xj)C

)

(y.

7
(yi y)D

i,j=l

(

i-

...
-- I1q()lX?

x

yj)

xY;

this proves the claim.
Thus we obtain commuting homomorphisms >A : A -*> (X m,axY) and (B
B - ?(X(max Y) such that A(a)q(x 0 y) = q(a x y) and DB(b)q(x 0 y)q(x 0 b . y). The universal property of the maximal tensor product guarantees that
there is a homomorphism
((v a* ,

a))

D

4A ?(max ~B of A Onlax B into I?(X rnaxY). But
(q(v

i

a)

,

q(v

a) ?C)

-

(KA 9niax DB(v)q(av)

<

I|A

nmax

axD

, 4?A (inax

B(V)lljj(q(a)

(B(V)q(a)))C

.a)
, q()

ax D

This establishes (2.5), and (2.6) is proved similarly; there is a homomorphism
1C Omax

ID of C ?max D into the adjointable

operators on the completion

of

X 0 Y as a left Hilbert A OmnaxB-module. (Once we establish both (2.5) and (2.6),
so that we know Z is a pre-imprimitivity bimodule, then it follows that the two
D
completions of X 0 Y are the same.)
The following lemma is a straightforward generalization of [6, Lemmas 2.1 and
3.2].
Lemma 2.15. Suppose that A,B,C,D E 6(X), that X is an A -C-imprimitivity bimodule over X, and that Y is a B -D-imprimitivity bimodule over X. Then
D and
the Rieffel correspondence [25, Proposition 3.24] between ideals in C mnlax
A (max B induced by X

mnaxY maps the balancing ideal Jx

of C (1,ax D to the

balancing ideal Ix in A omax B. In particular, the quotient X Ox Y of X OmnaxY is
an A Ox B - C Ox D-imprimitivity bimodule over X.
Thus, if (A, a)
(C, y) and (B, /) - (D, ) in 6(X), then (A Ox B, a (x )
(C ox D, xx 3).

Proposition

2.16. The binary operation
[A, a][B, p] :- [A @x B, a ox 3]

is well-defined on SG(X), and with respect to this operation, SG(X) is a commutative semigroup with identity equal to the class of (Co(X), ).
Proof. The operation is well-defined in view of Lemma 2.15. It is associative and
commutative by Lemma 2.4 since the isomorphisms there are easily seen to be
equivariant. The map op( a v-+ o a extends to a well-defined Co(X)-isomorphism
D
of Co(X) ?x A onto A, and the final assertion follows from this.
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3. THE MAIN THEOREM

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that G and H are second countable locally compact groups
acting freely and properly on the left and right, respectively, of a second countable
locally compact space X in such a way that (s x)

.

h - s . (x

h). Then there is a

semigroup isomorphism
0: SG(X/H) -- SH(G\X)

(3.1)

x G is Morita equivalent to B >axH. Indeed,
such that if [B, i3]= 0([A, a]), then A >
and
every class in SG(X/H) has the form [AO,a] for some (A, a x /3) GEGXH(X),
then we have

0 ([A3, a])=[A,

3]

so that AO x>a G is Morita equivalent to A" x3 H.
Remark 3.2. In the next section, we will give another proof of the Morita equivalence of A >aO G and A' >x2H which implies both are Morita equivalent to
A >x,ax (G x H).
Lemma

3.3.

Suppose that A is a Co(X)-algebra.

Then the map p 0 a i-4 p . a ex-

.4 of Co(X, A) onto A which satisfies 4?(f)(x) = f(x)(x)
tends to a homomorphism
for all x c X and f c Co(X,A). The homomorphism 4) intertwines the action
9 . f := (p 0 1)f of Co(X) on Co(X, A) with the given action on A.
Proof. The map (po,a) i- p' a is bilinear, and hence induces a linear map 4?on the
algebraic tensor product Co(X) A, which is easily seen to be a *-homomorphism.
Let 7rbe a faithful representation of A. Because the range of : Co(X) -> M(A)
lies in ZM(A), the representations 7rand iTo t have commuting ranges, and hence
induce a representation

(7t o t) ?Omax ir of Co(X)

?mnaxA. Since T7is faithful, it is

isometric, and we have
i4(Zpi)Oai)
i

i = *
Qii

-

to 7t(0
Z=

i

(Ziai)
i

i

)7r(ai)

-j

(t 0 )

max 7T

( pi

ai)

i

i
inax

thus (4 is norm-decreasing and extends to a homomorphism on all of Co(X) ?max A.
We obtain the required map 4 by identifying Co(X) O?max A with Co(X, A) (cf.,
e.g., [25, Propositions B.43 and B.16]).
For an elementary tensor f := p0?a, the formula 4,(f)(x) = f(x)(x) follows from
the identity (op a)(x) = ((x)a(x) (Lemma 2.1 (d)), and this extends to general
f C Co(X,A) by linearity and continuity. The final remark is trivially true for
I
f C Co(X) 0 A, and also extends to f e Co(X, A) by linearity and continuity.
Proposition 3.4. Suppose G acts freely and properly on X and (A, a) E eG(X).
Then (A, a) is proper with respect to the subalgebra
Ao := span{

p.-a: Cp C,(X)

and a c A}.
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We have to verify the hypotheses (a) and (b) of Definition 2.6. For each pair of
generators op a and . t b, we have
(9o. a)a,( . b)* (997-()s)) (aas (b)*).
The function s - pT-s(t) vanishes unless suppp n s ' (supp ) = 0, and hence
has compact support because G acts properly on X. Thus both functions s a->
b)* and

(p. a)as,(.

(p a ,

.

b) lie in L(G, A), and (a) is satisfied.

To verify (b), we need a lemma.
Lemma 3.5. For each f E Cc(X, A), the function
1t(f ()

T:=

s 0 as (f)(x)ds=

x)) ds

as (f (s

The multiplier $(/((f))
belongs to Indx(A, ) C Cb(X,A) C M(Co(X,A)).
to
on
the
image ?(f) of f in A, and satisfies
longs M(Ao)>, depends only
(3.2)

c(i(f))

=

cas(((f))ds

for c

be-

Ao.

(In particular, the integrand on the right-hand side is a continuous function of
compact support from X to A, so the integral converges to an element of A.)
a in [25,
Proof. That /(f) e Ind (A, a) is proved for elementary tensors f p=(
Lemma 6.17], and the proof carries over almost verbatim. Since every multiplier
m of A satisfies (p. a)m = (p (am) and m (p. a) -= p (ma) for p E Cc(X) and
a E A, we trivially have ~(/z(f)) c M(Ao). We shall next verify (3.2).
If c= p. b E Ao, then
(p b)(/f))
b)(

(

>((f)) =-

((p

0 b)/
(f)).

Now,
((W 0 b)M(f))(x)

=((x)b)

as(f(s-l x)) ds=

p(x)b as (f(s1

x))ds.

Because G acts properly on X, s H- (Sp0 b)(7Ts0 as(f)) is a continuous function
of compact support with values in Co(X, A), and hence the integral fG(p9 b)rTs
cas(f) ds converges in Co(X, A) in such a way that
(

0( b)7s 0 as(f) ds (x) =

f

(x)ba, (f(s1

.

x)) ds

( 0 b)pjf)(x).

From the continuity of 4 we deduce that
s > ( ((p 0 b)rs 0 c(s(f)) = (p. b))s(((f))
is a continuous function of compact support, and
(
(p.' b) (l(f)) = (((p 0 b)(f))

ds
=J m((W
P b)so as(f))

a(9

b)as ((c.f))

ds,

as claimed.
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The formula (3.2) immediately implies that (i.(f)) depends only on (f). To
see that 4(,a(f)) c M(Ao),s we use that this integral formula converges in norm
in A:
cat (4L(fS)))

at(- t

(c)4((f)))

at(a t'(c)as(f

(f)) ds)

-G

D

which is just c (lt(f)) by left-invariance of Haar measure.

Proof of Proposition 3.4. Given (p a and X *b in Ao, we define f E Cc(X, A) by
f(x) = (px)4,(x)a*b and we take for (Sa a , *.b) the multiplier (8(f)) of Ao
described in Lemma 3.5. Since 4(f)
(9 *a)*( . b), equation (3.2) implies that
in
has
the
property required part (b) of Definition 2.6. Thus, (A, a) is
<>(/(f))
CD
proper.
fresh in our minds, we make
With the definition of the inner product ( , )D
D
some observations about the corresponding generalized fixed-point algebra A'. By
definition, this is the C*-subalgebra
A' := span{ (. a, / p, , E Cc(X) and a, b E A}
b)D:

The functions /(f) for f := (p 0 a*b used to define ((poa , b) span a
Co(G\X)-submodule M of Indx (A, a), which has the property that, for each a e A
and x E X, there exists g E M satisfying g(x) = a [25, Corollary 6.18]. A partition
of unity argument on G\X shows that M must therefore be dense in Indx (A, a).
Thus the continuity of 14implies that it maps Ind (A, a) into A'. Further, since
the image of M is by definition dense in A' and since 4> has closed range, 4)maps
IndG(A, a) onto A'. Thus:
of M(A)'.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose G acts freely and properly on X and (A, a) EEG(X).
Then the map q4 of Lemnma3.3 induces a homomorphism 4) of Ind, (A, a) onto AO.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose G, H, and X are as in Theorem 3.1, and (A, a x 3) E
and q) : Indx(A,a) - Ac is Co(G\X)Then (A,/3)
C r(G\X)
&GxH(X).
linear.
Proof. One can easily check that p - x , y) =- (Co x , y) when ?o E Co(G\X),
so A' is a Co(G\X)-submodule of M(A). The action of Co(G\X) on Indx(A, a)
is nondegenerate, and 4 is easily seen to be Co(G\X)-linear, so the action on
A:
4)(Indx (A, a)) is nondegenerate too. For op0 a C Cc(X, A) we have
(rh' 0 ?/3h((p0 a))=

Th
f(()

. /h(a)

-=

h(co

a) -= 3h (()(

0 a)),

so 4)intertwines the diagonal action of TH 0/3 on Indx (A, a) with the action of /3 on
As. (We should write rH 0 3, but this notation is awkward and we hope it will be
clear from context that the action has been lifted to the multiplier algebra.) Since
H acts properly, TH 0/3 is strongly continuous on IndG (A, a) (see Lemma 5.1). This
implies both that 3 is strictly continuous on Aa and that /t ((p m) = H (o))* (/(m)
D
for o C Co(G\X) and m C Aa.
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In [14], Kasparov uses a slightly different definition of a generalized fixed point
algebra for a proper action; namely,
(3.3)

{m E M(A)a : o m E A for all p E Co(X) and \leim-mll -- 0
as ei runs through an approximate identity for Co(G\X) }.

Corollary 3.8 ([14, p. 164]). Suppose that G acts freely and properly on X and
that A C 6(X). Then Rieffel's generalized fixed point algebra Aa is given by (3.3).
Proof. If m C A', then m = (f) for some f c IndG(A,a) (Proposition 3.6). If
p E Co(X), then o *f C Co(X, A), and hence
f) E t?(Co(X, A)) = A.

p m = (. NI(f) = 4((.

The assumption on approximate identities follows since A' is a Co(G\X)-algebra.
Conversely, suppose that m E M(A)> satisfies p m E A for all p E Co(X) and
lieim -+ mnl-+ 0. We may suppose that
x) ds

(s~
(Pi

ei(x)-

for some poiE Cc(X). Thus,
m - eim

x) ds) - m.

(s~

(J

As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, if we take f -= (i 0 m, then z(f) = ei 0 m makes
sense as a bounded continuous function of X into M(A) which is constant on Gorbits. This defines a multiplier of Co(X,A), so we can define <Q(/i(f)). As in the
b E Cc(X) - A = Ao, then because i ?m E A, the
proof of the lemma, if c =function s -? ca,(io - m) is continuous, has compact support, and satisfies

c 4((/))

=

c a (ii

ds.

-n)

Now we also have
(0 . b)(ei *m) = (4ei) *(bmi)=->()ei

0 bmr)-= 4(( 0 b)(ei 0 m)

(0 ? b) (/(f) ),
so

*m)
( *b)(ei.,n

ds.

(

We can factor pi = C0 in Cc(X), and then

=
i
( *.b)(p?i m)

(
JG

i
ds =
bc)acs (0 m))

J
JG

(4 b)a, (4(

0 0 im))

ds.

Now (3.2) implies that
(&. b)(ei ,m)-(b.

b-) ((h)),

where h(x) := ((x)( m) is in Cc(X, A). This is true for all . b e C((X) . A = Ao,
= A". Since A" is closed and
so it implies ei m = (/p((b)) E 4(Indx(A,a))
ED
m -m n ei, we deduce that m E A'.
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Proposition 3.9. Let G, H and X be as in Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (A, a x/3) E
and that p : X -> G\X is the orbit map. Then TG x TH 10 respects the
EGXH(X)
ideal
and defines an action TG x TrH OG\X 0 of G x H on p*(AO). The
balancing
pull-back system (p*(Aa), Tr x TH 9G\X 3) is covariantly isomorphic to (A, a x 3).
Proof. We start by showing that A and p*(A') are isomorphic. Let JA be the
balancing ideal for p*(A'). That is,
p*(A") = Co(X) (Co(G\x) A" := Co(X) 0 A/JA.
As in Lemma 3.3, the maps o 0 m -- p . m and p 0 f -p o. f extend to homomorphisms r : p*(A)

-> A and M:

-

Co(X) 0 Indx(A,oa)

Co(X,A),

respectively.

(Note that .p m E A by Corollary 3.8.) It is not difficult to see that M is surjective. The surjectivity of r is a consequence of the commutativity of the following
diagram:
Co(X) 0 Ind ^(A,c) -M

Co(X, A)

id (4) LE

Aa

Co(X)

A.

To see that A and p*(AO) are isomorphic, it suffices to see that ker(r) = JA.
Let qx : A -> A(x) be the quotient map. Note that every irreducible representation 7r of A "lives" on the fibre A(CA(7r)); that is, wr = ir o qUA(W) for some
i-r A (0A (71)) . Since every irreducible representation of IndG(A, a) is of the form
M('x,) where M(x') (F) := 7r(F(x))

and

1r

C A ([25, Proposition

6.16]) and since

Aa =- (IndG(A, a)), every irreducible representation R of Aa must be (equivalent
to one) such that M(x,^) = R o 4) for (x, 7r) C X x A. Since M(X') (ker 4)
{ 0 },
we must have x -= A(Tr).It follows that every irreducible representation of AR
is of the form i7A~ for some 7 E A. If m C AO, then Corollary 3.8 implies that
the multiplier m(x) of A(x) defined by m actually belongs to A(x). It follows that
7r(m) -= 7r(m(A(7r))).3

Since

s * 1A

= -TIA-, we have 7t(F(y))

= i(F(T A(r)))

for any F E Co(X, A') provided p(y) = p(cA(7r)). Thus [23, Lemma 1.1] implies
that the norm of F c Co(X, A") in the quotient p*(A) = Co(X, AO)/JA is

I|F + JA = sup

I||(F(0A(r)))

7TeA

sup
Ilr[F(0A(Tr))
-

( 7A(r))]|.

-TCA

On the other hand, since F(F)(x) = F(x)(x),

Ir(F)I = sup i7r(r(F))I = sup Ili[r(F)(a0A(r))]i
7rcA

7rTA

= sup IIf[F(0oA(r-))(o7A(r))]1.
wTA

Therefore the kernel of r is equal to JA, and p*(A') and A are isomorphic.
Since Tr x rf 0 /h certainly annihilates po- 0 m - p 0 b. m for all 5b G
Co(G\X), o G Co(X), and m e A", it remains only to check that the isomorphism
is equivariant. Since (A, a) CG c(X), -rG(op)as(m)= a (sp m) for all spG Co(X)
3This analysis also allows us to identify (An)A with G\A. Note that [TrIA] = [i1Ac!] in (A")A
if and only if M(aA(-),N) and M(UA(?7),7)are equivalent. Thus [25, Proposition 6.16] implies that
the latter occurs exactly when [r7]= [s 7r]in A.
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and m c M(A). Thus if m E As, then
r(TG

xXsT'()

x H()
* h x as(m) =
h(m)) =
= as x h (r( Qp m)).

)

h a,(x
X

. m)

The result follows.
3.10.

Proposition

Li
Let G, H, and X be as in Theorem 3.1, and let p

be the orbit map. Suppose that (B, w) C .H(G\X). Then
(A, a x

is in EGxH(X)

) := (p*(B), TG x TH OG\X

X -> G\X

W)

and (Aa,/3) is covariantly isomorphic to (B,w).

Proof. We can identify A(x) with B(p(x)). If b C B, then the image of 1 0 b
defines a multiplier 1 OG\x b in M(A) such that (1 OG\X b)a(x) := b(p(x))a(x).
The map b i- 1 OG\x b is an isomorphism of B into M(A), and we will show
that the image coincides with A", where a is the action on A = p*(B) induced by
TG 0 1. Let q : Co(X, B) -- A be the quotient map. Then if O c C( X) and b c B,
q(tb ( b)(x) (x)b(p(x)). Thus if so e C (X), then p (0 q('b 0 b) E Cc(X,A).
Notice that
as(q(Q 0 b))(x) = q(T7()

0 b)(x) =

(s~-l

x)b(p(x))

= q(? ? b)(s~- -x).
Lemma 6.17 of [25] implies that fG p(s-' *x)rG (q ( 0 b)) ds defines an element
F C Indx(A, a); furthermore,
(3.4)

F(x)(y)

=

J

x)q(QX b)(s-.

o(s-1

-=
G

=

(s-1

*. )b(s-1

(s-'1 x*

.

y)ds

y)b(p(y))

(s-L *y) ds

ds

b(p(y)).

Thus 4I(F) = C (1 ?G\X b), where ( is the function in C,(G\X)

c(p()) =

given by

o(s-'. x)O(s-1 x)
. ds.

It follows from [25, Corollary 6.18] and a partition of unity argument on G\X
that functions of the form
J

as(f(s

.x))

ds

for f c CC(X,A)

span a dense subspace of Indx (A, a). It is clear that we may restrict f to lie in a
subspace of CC(X, A) which is dense in the inductive limit topology. In particular,
functions of the form (3.4) span a dense subset of IndX (A, a). Thus the range, A',
of 1 restricted to IndX (A, a) coincides with the image of B as required.
It is clear that Tr x rH 0 w preserves the balancing ideal and defines an element
(p*(B), TG x T-H

G\x W) in &GxH(X).

Thus it will now suffice to see that /3

coincides with the action on the image of B in M(A) induced by w. However, /3 is
induced by Tr"0 , and since TrhH Wh(l b) - 1 OWh(b), the assertion is clear. I
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In the proof of Theorem 3.1, it will be convenient to describe equivalence in
&G(X) via linking algebras [25, Theorem 3.19]. The result we need is a version of
the corollary in [5, ?4] modified to accommodate the Co(X)-action. If (A, a) r(x,U)
(B, /) in CG(X), then A and B are (isomorphic to) complementary full corners in
the C*-subalgebra of L(X ( B) given by
L:=

b{(j)

x

):A,eblB,

X,

andycX},

where X is the B -x A-imprimitivity bimodule dual to X and b
identity map (e.g., [25, pp. 49-50]). Then L is a Co(X)-algebra:
/a

x

(p a

_

'P Vb(y) b

b(.y)

(p ' x

X -+ X is the

'

ob

and there is a dynamical system y : G -- Aut L such that

as

a

x\

by)

b

a,
as(a)

_

b(u

(y))

us (z)
3(b)'

Since u,(a *x)- a,s(a)us(x) [25, Remark 7.3], it is not hard to check that (L,-y) C
?G(X). The C*-algebra L is called the linking algebra, and (L,y) the linking
system corresponding to (A, a) ~(x,u) (B, /).
Lemma 3.11 ([5, ?4]). Suppose that (A,a) and (B,/3) belong to EG(X). Then
(A, a) N (B,/3) in 5G(X) if and only if there is a (L, y) e GG(X) such that A and
B are complementary full corners in L and 7/nA= a while -yB = /.
Proof. The "only if" direction was outlined above. If r and s are full projections
in L such that r + s = 1L, A = rLr and B = sLs, then X - rLs is an A-x Bimprimitivity bimodule, and u = yljrLsimplements an equivalence between (A, a)
FD
and (B, /). Additional details can be found in [5, ?4].
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We will produce an isomorphism 0 : SGXH(X) -> SH(G\X)

such that O[A,a x 3] = [A', ]. Then, with the exception of the statements
about Morita equivalence, the result will follow by symmetry. In order that 0
be well-defined, we have to show (A, a x /) ~ (B, x 3) in GGxH1(X) implies
that (Aa",/)
(B7,6) in GH(G\X). Let (L,r x A) be the linking system for
the given equivalence, and r = (A 0) E MI(L) the projection associated to the
corner A. If (L : Co(X,L) - L is as in Lemma 3.3, and i r Cb(X,L) is the
and >L (fr) =
constant function x H r, then 4(L(rf)
(f)r for all
r1L(f)
f c Cb(X,L). In fact, if f E Indx(L,r), then both rf and fr also belong
to Indx(L,r).
Since Lr = 4 (IndX (L, )), it follows that rLr and Lrr are
contained in Lr; thus r E M(Lr). Furthermore, rLrr - CD(rIndX(L,r)r)
G(IndGX(A,a)) - A'. Since IndG(L,F)rIndX(L,r) is dense in Indx(L,r), we
also have LrrLr = 4 (Ind (L, F)rIndX(L, 1)) dense in Lr. That is, A = rLrr
is a full corner, and B7 = sLrs is a complementary full corner, where s = (8OB ).
-

Since AIA- =-/

and AIB|

= 5, we have (A,/3)

-

(BY7,)

in EH(G\X)

by

Lemma 3.11, and 0 is well-defined.
TH

-> SGXH(X) by A[B,o] := [p*B,TG x
Next we want to define A : S(G\X)
we
need
to
see
that
this
and
map is well-defined. Suppose that
?G\X w],
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and let (L1, T) be the corresponding linking system.

) :- (pL1, 7G x 7H ?G\X T) C EGXH(X)

be as in Proposition 3.10. As above, it is not hard to verify that p*B and p*C are
complementary full corners in p*L1 and that TGx TH G\X TPp*B -= TG X TH
while TG x rH ?G\X Tp*c = TG X rH ?G\X (. Thus A is well defined.

G\XW,

Proposition 3.9 and Proposition 3.10 imply that A - 0-1. Since the inverse of
a homomorphism is a homomorphism, it will suffice to see that A is a homomorphism. To do this, we proceed as on page 813 of [16]. We use Lemma 2.4 and the
observation that the isomorphisms there are easily seen to be equivariant to justify
the manipulations with tensor products:
() = (p*(B ?G\X

A(B OG\X C,w ?G\X

= (Co(X) ?G\X

c (Co()

B

C), G X TH ?G\X
C, TG X TH ?G\X

?G\X

(WOG\X ())

W OG\X C)

(G\X B ()G\X C,
rG X TH O?xTG x rH )G\X W oG\X )

x CX)
Co

_ ([Co(X) xG\XB] Xx [Co(X)?G\X C],
[rG x r7H

G\X W]Ox [r

x TH ?G\X (]),

which is a representative for A[B, w] A[C,(].
Let (G be the restriction of 4 to Indx (A, a). It follows from Lemma 3.3 that
{f

kerGa

IndG(A, a): f(x)(x) = 0 for all x

E

X}.

Recall that the Co(X)-algebra structure on A gives a continuous map CA : Prim A X characterized by
Ix C P,

UA(P) =x
so that

Ix =

{TP : CA(P) = x }. Thus

ker {G=

f C Indx (A, a)

f(x) C P whenever CAA(P) x }

is the ideal I(JA) considered in [21, ?2]. Because 4G is surjective (Proposition 3.6)
and intertwines the diagonal action TH 0 3 with /, we deduce that
(Indx (A, a)/I(UA))

x>TH? H

A

>x H

A

>, G,

([13, Proposition 12]). In exactly the same way,
(Ind

(A,

)/I(07A))

X>TGaoC

G

and hence [21, Corollary 2.1] says that A' >xH is Morita equivalent to A >xaG.

D

The Morita equivalence in the main theorem of [21] can be recovered from Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.12 ([21, Theorem 1.1]). Suppose that X, G and H are as in Theo-

rem 3.1. Also, suppose that a and 3 are commuting actions of G on a C*-algebra
Thus
D. As in Examples 2.8 and 2.9, (Co(X, D), TG ? a x TH ?/3) E &GxH(X).

Ind (D, a)

>XTH,3

H

and

Ind (D,/3) x>a7G G

are Morita equivalent.
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Corollary 3.13. Let X be a free and proper G-space. Suppose that (A, a) E
6G(X), and that A has continuous trace. Then A xa G has continuous trace.
Proof. Since Ind (A,a) is a Co(G\X)-algebra, we can form the pull-back
p* (Indx (A, a)) via the orbit map p : Co(X) -* Co(G\X). If A has continuoustrace, then Co(X,A) certainly does and it is proved in [23, Proposition 3.7] that
p* (Indx (A, a)) is isomorphic to Co(X, A). Therefore Ind (A, a) has continuous
trace by [22, Lemma 1.2]. Since A" is the image of Indx (A, a) under 4>, Ac has
continuous trace. Since A x>, G is Morita equivalent to A' by Theorem 3.1 (with
H = fe }), the result follows from [29, Theorem 2.15].
11
Remark 3.14. Corollary 3.13 is a mild generalization of [22, Theorem 1.1(3)], where
it is proved that A xi, G has continuous trace if A has continuous trace and the
action of G on A is free and proper.
4. REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS

In this section we want to investigate the question of when the universal norm and
reduced norm coincide on crossed products of the type arising in Theorem 3.1; in
other words, we want to determine circumstances in which regular representations
of the crossed product are faithful. Recall that a regular representation of A >xaG
is one induced from a faithful nondegenerate representation ro : A -- B(H-). All
such representations have the same kernel and provide faithful representations of
the reduced crossed product A >x,,r G [19, Theorem 7.7.4]. The general question of
the faithfulness of regular representations was considered by Quigg and Spielberg
in [20], and systems for which the reduced norm equals the universal norm are
sometimes called QS-regular. We shall see that their [20, Theorem 4.2] can be
derived from our Theorem 3.1.
The one-sided case -where X is a free and proper left G-space, and (A, a) E
0G(X) - was treated by Kasparov in [14, Theorem 3.13]. We will use this result
and a theorem of Combes to derive the main result of this section. Theorem 2.7
and Proposition 3.4 imply that A( = Cc(X) . A can be completed to an E-G\x A'imprimitivity bimodule Y, where E is a subalgebra of A x ,,r G. By definition, this
subalgebra coincides with A x>o,r G when a is saturated.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that X is a free and proper G-space, and that (A, a) E
Gc(X). Then regular representations of A x,, G are faithful, and
A >, G = A x,,r G.
Furthermore, a is saturated and Y is an A >x, G -G\X A-imprimitivity bimodule.
The result on regular representations is to be expected since, once we have shown
that a must be saturated, Rieffel's Theorem 2.7 implies that A x>,,r G is Morita
equivalent to A', while Theorem 3.1 implies that A' is also Morita equivalent to
A >xaG. However a C*-algebra and a proper quotient can be isomorphic (let alone
Morita equivalent), so this observation only serves as motivation.
For our proof of the proposition, we shall realize Rieffel's module Y as a quotient
X/M, where X is the imprimitivity bimodule described in [23, Theorem 2.2]; we
now recall the formulas making X a Co(X, A) x?c, G - Indx (A, a)-imprimitivity
bimodule.
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Let Xo := Cc(X,A). If z,w E Xo, f C Indx(A,a), and F
can define inner products and actions on Xo by the following:
F

(4.1)

G

F(s,x)as(z(s-

2

*Z))A(s)

ds,

I z f (x) := Z() f (x),

(4.2)

(z , w)

(4.3)
(4.4)

z(x) :=

GF.

C
C(G x X,A), we

,-

CO(X,A)X

(x) := / ao (z(s-1
w)(s,x)

?(z,

:-X))*A(s)

-'

x)*w(s-1

.

x)) ds,

and

z (x)as(w(S

Then [23, Theorem 2.2] implies that Xo can be completed to a Co(X,A) xaO?
G- Indx (A, a)-imprimitivity bimodule which we denote by X.
Recall that the Rieffel correspondence establishes a bijection Ind : Z(B) -Z(A) between the lattices of ideals of two Morita equivalent algebras A and B [25,
Proposition 3.24].
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that G acts freely and properly on X. Let PG=- )lndx(A a).
If Ind : I(Indx

(A, a)) -> I(Co(X,

for the imprimitivity bimodule X

A) x>ral G) is the Rieffel correspondence map

Xo, then Ind(ker <c) = (kerD)

>aT?a

G.

Proof. To make the notation less cumbersome, let J :- ker 4G, K :- Ind(J), and
C := Co(X,A) >x?0c G. Recall that K is the ideal generated by (X J , X) [25,
J. Since
Proposition 3.24]. If z E Cc(X, A), then z. f c Cc(X, A) for any f
ker4

{f c Co(X,A) : f(x)(x) = 0 for all x E X},

it is easy to see that
(Cc(X, A) . J, Cc(X, A)) C C(G, ker d).
Thus K C 4) x> G.

For the other containment, let A : A -* X be the continuous map giving
the C0(X)-algebra structure on A. By [25, Proposition 6.16], every irreducible
representation of Ind (A, c) is of the form M(x,T) where M(x') (F) := 7r(F(x)).
Then,
J =

(4.5)

{ ker(M(x^ 7)) : r E A, x

GX,

and

A (Ir) =

}.

If N(x,') is the representation of Co(X, A) given by N(x') (f) := (f(x)), then [23,
p. 768] implies that the representation of Co(X, A) >?a, G induced from M(xT) via
X is equivalent to Indf } N ), where the latter is the representation on L2(G, 'i,)
given by
(4.6)

[Ind Ae} N(X) (f )( (s)(f(t,

(

s x)))(t-1s)dt.

Thus
K-

{ker(Ind f}

Since (A, a) E Gc(X),

A, x C X, and CA(Tr) =

N(x')) 7r:

rA(7ro a-'1)

=

s

u A(T);

. }.

thus it follows from (4.6) that

CC(G, IA) C K. This completes the proof.
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Remark 4.3. If u : Z -- W is an isomorphism of right Hilbert B-modules, then
\I(T) := uTu-' defines an isomorphism of L(Z) onto L(W). It is not hard to
check that (u(x) , u(y)) -- ((x , y) ); hence u induces an isomorphism of the
imprimitivity algebras 1C(Z)and KC(W).
Recall that if X is any Hilbert B-module and if J is an ideal in B, then the
quotient module XJ := X/X. J is a Hilbert B/J-module with respect to the quotient
norm on XJ [25, Proposition 3.25].
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Using (4.3) and Lemma 3.5, we see that
((z, W)indxA =))
(4.7)
-- (K(z) , 4(w))D for all z, w Xo.
It follows that a is saturated. Since the left and right Co(G\X)-actions on Y clearly
coincide, Y is a A xa,r G-cG\X AS-imprimitivity bimodule. It remains only to show
that A >x G = A >a,r G. Using (4.7), it follows that
||I(~(X)
\)(X))

[I()1Y

'

1 --11

) ((X

)

X)I ndX(A,

)) l <

11

, X)IndX<(A,a

-

XX.

Therefore the map x >-> P(x) is norm decreasing (as a map from X to Y), and
extends to a linear map u : X -> Y. Since
(u(x), u(x b)) = (u(x),u(y))D (b)
we have X *ker 4c c keru. (Recall that (>G
induced map u:

XXker G _- y.

for x,y e Xo and b E Indx(A,a),
:=

'lindX(A,

).) Therefore we get an

If we identify Indx(A, o)/ker4G

with A', then

u is a Hilbert A'-module isomorphism. For convenience, we retain the notation
from the proof of Lemma 4.2: J - ker IcG, K = Ind J, and C = Co(X, A) >xT?, G.
J is a C/K- Indx(A,a)/J-imprimitivity
bimodule [25,
Note that X :X/X
In
view
of Remark 4.3 and Lemma 4.2,
Proposition 3.25].
*
(4.8)
C/K(x + X J, y + X J) h> (u(x) , U(y))
defines an isomorphism of C/K = Co(X,A) >axs G/K onto A >xa,r G. Since
Co(X, A) >ax?o G/K - Co(X, A)/ ker > xTaC G by Lemma 4.2 and [13, Proposition

12], and since (I induces an equivariant isomorphism of Co(X, A)/ ker 1 onto A, it
follows that C/K - A >axG. Since this isomorphism is the identity on C,(G, A),
D
the universal norm and the reduced norm coincide on Cc(G, A).
Lemma 4.4. Let X, G, and H be as in Theorem 3.1, and let Y be as in PropThen there is a dynamical
osition 4.1. Suppose that (A,a x 3) E &GXH(X).
system f x t : H -- Aut(A x, G) such that 3 >xth(f)(s) = 3h(f(S)) for h c H and

f E C (G, A). Furthermore, (A x G, /3 x t) belongs to H(G\X), and is equivalent
to (A,/v)

via (Y, u), where uh(x) - 3h(x) for h E H and x E Ao.

Proof. The assertions concerning P >xaare verified by routine computations as are
the formulae
E(Uh(x) , Uh(y))(s)
z(uh(x)

, Uh(Y))

= /h(h

=

and
Oh(_(x , y))(s),
(Z)(X , Y)D) = Zh ((X , y),

where x, y, z E Ao. Now it follows that u extends to an action of H on Y such that
(A >, G, 3 >a t) ~(Y,) (Aa,/3)
as claimed.
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representation.

Let AG denote

the left-regular representation of G on L2(G). Then the representation IndG (ro, r)
of A x> G induced from 7o is the integrated form of the covariant pair (IndG71r,AXG
1I) on L2(G, 71) _ L2(G) 0 tH given by
(AG 0 l1)S(r)
(Ind

ro(a))

-

and

(s-lr)

(r) - 7ro o ao-(a)f(r).

When 7rois faithful, IndG(ro, l) is a faithful representation of the reduced crossed
product A xa,r G called a regular representation

[19, Theorem 7.7.4].

Theorem 4.5. Suppose X, G, and H are as in Theorem 3.1, and (A, a x 3) C
GxH (X). Then regular representations of (A, /3) are faithful if and only if regular
representations of (AO,a) are faithful.
Proof. Assume that regular representations of Aa >p H are faithful. Let
L: C,(G x H, A) c A xax3

(G x H) C>(H,

Cc(G, A)) c (A x,c G) xf3><,H

be the natural *-homomorphism. If (nr,U x V) is a covariant representation of
(A, G x H), then a straightforward calculation shows that
((Trx U) x V) o L - -r x (U x V).

(4.9)

It follows immediately from (4.9) that L is isometric for the universal norm and
extends to an isomorphism of A >axx3 (G x H) onto (A x> G) x>,3, H.
Let %o: A -- B(7t) be a faithful representation of A, and let M be the regular
representation IndGXH(no, 6) of A X>x (G x H). Note that M is the integrated
form of (IndGXH no, AGXH
1H). Let AGXH 0 1 =- U x V, and write, abusing
notation slightly, U - AG 0 1L2(HN,) and V - H 0 1L2(CG,H3).Then (4.9) implies
that L intertwines M with
(Ind

X

o
>0

0

(AX

1L2(H,H)))

x (A

0

1L2(G,

)).

nro x (A 0 1L2(H,H)) is equivalent to IndH (Ind' n x (AG0 1H)),
IndG 70 > (AG 0 1H) is a regular
of
Lemma
4.4
and Combes's corollary in [5, ?6]
representation
(A >a G) >al,, H,
is
that
is
faithful.
M
faithful
HI
(and A >A,x (G x H) is QSTherefore,
imply
Since IndXA

and since Proposition 4.1 implies that II :

regular).
Now we can interchange the roles of G and H and reverse the argument above
El
to prove that regular representations of AO >xaG are faithful.
Corollary 4.6 ([20, Theorem 4.2]). Suppose that (D, ax/3) E &GxH(X), and that
G, H, and X are as in Theorem 3.1. Then regular representations of Indc (D, a)
A>H?

H are faithful if and only if regular representations

of IndX(D,

3) x

Gc,

CG

are faithful.
Remark 4.7. Given commuting free and proper actions of G and H on X, it certainly may be the case that the action of G x H is neither free nor proper. But if
G x H does act freely and properly, then regular representations of A > x,3 (G x H)
are faithful, and the proof of Theorem 4.5 shows that regular representations of
A' AX H (and A' xa, G) are always faithful.
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The proof of Theorem 4.5 suggests another proof of the Morita equivalence of
A' x> H and AO x>aG given in Theorem 3.1. First, recall that if two systems
(A, a) and (B,/3) are Morita equivalent via (X, u), then the corresponding crossed
products are Morita equivalent via an imprimitivity bimodule X xA G which is
the completion of CC(G,X) ([5, ?6]), equipped with CC(G,A) and CC(G,B) actions
and inner products defined as follows. For f C CC(G,A), g c CC(G,B), and
,rET Cc(G,X), let
f

(4.10)

)-

f (r) . u ((r-(s))

(r)
g(s)= - (4.11)

(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)

I

(s)

AmG

)B3

(s)

-J/

.

3 (g(r-ls))

dr,

dr,

G(Sr)u(r(s-r)))dr

7 ((K(r), rl(rs)) ) dr.

Since Lemma 4.4 implies that (Y, u) implements an equivalence between
(A x> GG,3x>) and (Aa, /), it follows that (A x> G) >axp H (which we identify with
A ax (G x H)) is Morita equivalent to A >AxHvia the Aaxp(G x H) - A >xpHimprimitivity bimodule Y x>uH. Similarly, A XxAx (G x H) is Morita equivalent
to AO >x, G via the imprimitivity bimodule Y xC G, where v,(x) = a,s(x) for all
x c Ao. Therefore, we obtain an AO x> G-AA >x H-imprimitivity bimodule
(Y x> G)(8c

(Y >,, H), where C := A >ax,

(G x H) and (Y >x GC) is the dual

bimodule.
The bimodule (Y >A G)J0c (Y x, H) is isomorphic to the module arising in the
of the IndX(A,a) X>TH?
proof of Theorem 3.1 which is the quotient Zker!HxH
H- IndX(A,/3) xG,G? G-imprimitivity bimodule Z = CX(X,A) of the symmetric

imprimitivity theorem [21, Theorem 1.1]. We give a proof of this only in the case
A Co(X, D) so that Rieffel's fixed point algebra is Indx (D, a) (see Example 2.8).
Here, Y equals the Co(X,D) X,cGc G- Indx(D, a)-imprimitivity bimodule X described at the beginning of the section by equations (4.1)-(4.4).
Lemma 4.8. Let A = Co(X,D).

Also let Z be as above, and let W = (X x v G)

(G x H).
0M(X >Ax H), where M = Co(X,D) >rGcaXTH?O
-x
0
x
Cc(H
X, D)
X, D))
Cc(X, D) defined by
b(Cc(G

Q(b'()
=1

The map Q:

8

s77)())
X

as-i?0

(((s,

-x

- h-')*,(h,

s x -h-))AH(h)-

G()-dih)dGis)

extends to an imprimitivity-bimodule isomorphism Q: W -> Z.
Proof. Since Q(b() 0 71) clearly has compact support in x, to see that it belongs
to Cc(X, D) it will suffice to see that it is continuous on X. However, Q(b() 0 r)
is of the form
x) dH(h)
dG(s)
F(s, h,
C
x
F
x
H
for some
X, D), and the continuity follows from the uniform
Cc(G
F.
of
continuity

C/I
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Now we check that Q preserves the inner products. For ease of notation, we
G and R =Indx(D,a)

write L := IndX(D, 3) X>TG

H. The bimodule Z

>TH?

is built as follows. If Lo := Cc(G, Indx (D, )) is viewed as a subalgebra of L and
(H, Ind(D, a)) is viewed as a subalgebra of R, then Zo := CC(X, D)
if Ro :=
admits Lo and Ro actions and inner products defined as follows. For b c Lo,
f,g c Zo, and c E Ro,
(4.14)

b f(x)=

(4.15)

f c(x)=

(4.16)

/

f gRhx

x)) ds,

h-l))AH(h)-'

(f(xh-l)c(h-l,x?

H

9g)(s, X) A= G(S) I / /h[f(x.

L

(4.17)

a, (f(s-l

b(s,x)G(S)

h)as (g(s

G (f(t-f
at

AH(h)-

(

.

dh,

x h)*)] dh
x h))) dt.

x)*h(9(t-l

Using (4.16) and viewing Lo CCc(G, IndX(D, 3)) c Cb(G x X,D)
71),

L(K(i()1)
=

(b(2) 82) 2))(s,

AG(s)-2

X)

(x h)a)2) (Q(

01)

Oh [Q(b()

I I I I /phw-iar-I (i(r

'=

/3hu-(asv-l
v-

rsAH

(S -1

0

(2)

h))*] dH(h)

r x hw-'nl)*(w, r -x hw-1))

x hU)2
x- hu-l))
(v, xvs1
(12 (US VS2 dG(r) dH(w) dG(v) dH(u) dH(h)
(wu) -2 AG(srv)

which, after interchanging the order of integration as necessary and performing the
changes of variables, v i- v-lrs,

/

/

/

/

u -? u-zt w, and h H->hw, equals

/ ?13ha,-1(.i(r, r -X- h)*i(w, r -x -h))
r x hu)*2(V-l

A3huar-Lv (rl72(Ul-w,v1

*x

rs,v-r

hu))

AH (WU )AH (U) 2 dc(r) dH(w) dG(v) dH()

AG (V)

dH(h).

We aim to show that this coincides with the internal L-valued tensor product on
b(Cc(G x X, D))

0 CC(H x X, D) C W. Recall that M := Co(X, D)

>aXTGaxrTH?

(G x H).

LKKb(1)

rli , (12)

= (KI (),(lM(I1

(4.13)
(4.13)/

T,

(ar-

r2 ) s, X) :=
2)

, 72)

jM2,

(1('r),

M()l,T172)'

2(

r))Ind^(,3)

IndX (D,)

--1

/3h
[(l(r,

7l1))(S, X)

X)
(S 2))(5,

JJG

(4 3)'
/
JG H

(b(1) , b(2)

r

- h)*m (q1,72)

(x) dG(r)

)

I

(,2(S, r x*

h)] dH(h)dG< r)
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which, using (4.10) and then (4.1), and viewing M C C,(G,Cc(H, Co(X,D)))
CC(G x H x X, D), equals

/H
/ /?'er-1

?
00h[o1(r,r*X*

JG JH JG

zu Oa, (22(v-lrs,

which, now viewing M

J GJHI G
JIaII
CoXD)

?ov
1SOa

h) *, (r,l

*x *uhU))l AH(u)

vlr

[oO 3h 1(r,r .x

vr

(62(v-rs,

2

u, 'xr

h)

f(u) dG(v) dH(h) dG(r)
dH

Cc (H, CC(G,Co(X, D))) and using (4.12), is
.h

)*

W ), AH (- IW)T,' (
(W,
0H(K1

o

2) (v,

c

x hu))]A

u (i2(U

W, .)))(v, r x *h)

(u) 2 dH(u)dH(w)

dG(V) dH(h) dG(r).

Using (4.4), the above is seen to coincide with the final formula for L(Q() , Q(.)).
A similar argument applies to the right-hand inner products.
To see that Q is a bimodule map, we proceed using (4.14):

JHJG

=H

s=

l
(fh- f
x.. s?))a-dH(h) 3h((v, h-)*r,s x
v' xh-dc(s)
f G(s)-:zX.(h)-

AG (S)'

i;i;

r(h,s)
s
if~~B, i?

=: L

-

d

d

d(s-)
) dH(h)
(h)
; 3h1( (s-V,x-h-1))va-_1h-1((V,s-. x

l

-1

-

h1

(ix

ff(s,x)?,-l

.
h-)*(

dG (V)dG (S) dH )(h)

H (h).-1AG

))a

h1

h-' (~(V,vs-l'

(( (v,

vs-1

'h-)*(h,

. x - h1)*

vs-l'

x 'h-1))

dG(v) dG(s) dH(h)

AG(vS-1)-2AH(h)-2

2

f(s ,)(()
=:|

r)

) AG (S) dG(S)

omit the calculation s
ing that respects the right action.
We
We omit the calculation showing that fQrespects the right action.
Now Q extends to an isometric bimodule map Q : W -* Z and Q(W) is a closed
L- N-subbimodule. Since (Q(W) , Q(W)) = L, we must have Q(W) Z since the
Rieffel correspondence is a bijection. This completes the proof.
[
5. THE PROOF OF THE SYMMETRICIMPRIMITIVITYTHEOREM
Our purpose here is to fix a minor gap in the proof of Lemma 1.2 of [21]. The
gap occurs in equation (5): because the functions gi depend on the compact set L,

when we pass to m > mo, Usupp gi will increase and (5) may no longer hold. We
thank Kevin Mansfield for drawing this to our attention.
To avoid this problem, we add to our index set (N, L, e, j) a relatively compact open subset U of P such that 7r(U) D L, and add to the definition of m =
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(N, L, U, e, j) > mo - (No, Lo Uo,e,jo) the requirement that U n -r1(Lo) C Uo,
where r : P - P/H is the orbit map. (So that, loosely speaking, the sets U are
getting thinner in the direction of the H-orbits, and stretching out along P/H.)
Now we can proceed as in [26, p. 307], choosing the compact set C to satisfy C C U
as well as 7r(C) D L, and the open covering {UJ} to consist of open subsets Ui of
U. Then the functions gi will also satisfy supp gi C U.
In choosing mo, we take UOto be a relatively compact open set such that 7r(Uo)D
Lo, and jo such that
(5.1)

Ild2b(k,p)- b(k,p)\ < d/8

for j > jo and (k,p) E (Uo n r-1(Lo)).

Now if m > mo, and both gi(p) 74 0 and b(k,p) -7 0, then p belongs to U and
to 7r-(Lo), so that (k,p) C K x (U n ir- (Lo)) C K x (Uo n 7r-(Lo)), and the
estimate (5.1) applies.
We hope that the rest of the argument in [21] carries over.
Our proof of the strong continuity of the actions a in Theorem 3.1 depends on
the strong continuity of the diagonal action TG 0 a on Indx (A, a). This continuity
was used without comment in [21]. We include a proof here for completeness.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that we have commuting free and proper actions of locally
compact groups G and H on a locally compact space X. Let a and / be commuting
actions of G and H on a separable C*-algebra A. Then the diagonal actions GQa :
G -> Aut (IndX(A, )) and r7H013: X'H
Aut(Indx (A, a)) are strongly continuous.
Proof. Let y =- G 0 a. Suppose that ti -- t in G. Since IndX (A, 3) is a nondegenerate Co(X/H)-module, functions f for which xH iF- Ilf(x)l has compact support
L are dense in Indx(A, /), and it is enough to prove that ti (f)
-af 7(f) for such
f. Let N be a compact neighborhood of t, and choose io such that i > io implies
that ti G N. Then all the functions xH -*> lli (f)(x)l have support in NL. From
the openness of the orbit map p : X -+ X/H, we deduce that NL = KH for a
compact set K C X, and then for i > io, we have

lKti(f)- 7t(f) - sup llyti(f)(x) - 7t(f)(z)ll.
xCK

Now fix e > 0, and choose il > io such that i > il implies that
I1f (t-' *x) -f (t- . x) 11< E/2

for all x C K,

and 1cat,(a) - ot(a)I| < e/2 for all a in the compact set f(t-1
implies that |l-/ti(f) -t (f ) < e.

K). Then i > il
C

6. GREEN'S THEOREM

Theorem 6.1 (Green). The inclusion of 93rG(X) into &c(X) defines an isomorphism of BrG(X) onto the subgroupSG(X)-1 of invertible elements in Sc(X).
We begin by showing that 93tG(X) is saturated with respect to the equivalence
relation in ?G(X).
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that (A,a) C
(B,/3) - (A, a), then (B,3 ) C 3tr(X),

rtG(X) and that (B,/3) E ?G(X).
and [A, a] = [B, 3] in BrG(X).
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Proof. Let X be a B- A-imprimitivity bimodule over X. Then B has continuous
trace by [29, Theorem 2.15], and hx is a homeomorphism of A = X onto B
Prim B:
hx

(6.1)

A

>x

aA =id

X.
Since both hx and aA are homeomorphisms,

so is cB.

Thus, (B, 3) E BrG(X)

as

E

claimed..

In view of Remarks 2.11 and 2.3, the above inclusion gives a well-defined injective group-homomorphism 4) of BrG(X) into SG(X)-~. To complete the proof of
Theorem 6.1, we only need to see that 4 is surjective.

To do this, it will suffice

to show that if [A, a] has an inverse in SG(X), then A has continuous trace and
that aA is a homeomorphism onto X. Since [A, a] c SG(X)-1 certainly implies
[A] E S(X)-1, it suffices to show only that if [A] is invertible in S(X), then A is a
continuous-trace C*-algebra and that CA is a homeomorphism.

By definition, A has continuous trace if and only if the (not necessarily closed)
ideal m(A) of continuous trace elements is dense [8]. Recall that every C*-algebra

has a dense hereditary ideal K(A), which is minimal among all dense ideals [19,
Theorem 5.6.1]. The ideal K(A) is called the Pedersen ideal of A. It can be constructed as follows. Let C+ ((0, oo)) be the set of compactly supported nonnegative

functions on (0, oo). Put
Ko(A) := { f(a) : a E A+ and f

EC
C((O, oo)) }.

Then K(A) is the ideal whose positive elements are exactly
(A)+ := { a e A+ : a < Y=1 a, with each ai E Ko(A) }.
Observe that A has continuous-trace

if and only if K(A) C m(A).

A C*-algebra is called elementary if it is isomorphic to the compact operators
on some Hilbert space. If A is an elementary C*-algebra and if r : A -> C(7-,)
and r : A -> /C(t7() are two realizations of A as the algebra of compact operators,
then there is a unitary operator U: '7~ -> H7',such that U7r(a) = r(a)U. It follows
that the the usual traces on B('H-)+ and B(7t-)+ satisfy tr(7r(a)) = tr(r1(a)).
Consequently, there is a canonical trace, tr, on an elementary C*-algebra.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose that A and B are C*-algebras and that A?max B is elementary. Then A and B are elementary.
We thank Siegfried Echterhoff for suggesting the following argument.
Proof. Since A(maxB is simple, it coincides with the spatial tensor product A?, B,
and it will be more convenient to deal with the latter here. Suppose A is not simple,
and I is a nonzero proper ideal in A. Then I 0? B is a nonzero ideal in A 0? B.
Let nr be a nondegenerate representation of A with ker(Tr) = I. Then if 71is any
nonzero nondegenerate representation of B, 7r? r is a nonzero representation of
A ?3 B such that r 0 r1(I 0? B) = { 0 }. This would imply that A ?, B was not
simple. Thus we can conclude that A, and by symmetry B, are simple.
Let wrand r be irreducible representations of A and B, respectively. Since A and
B are simple, 7r and r are faithful, and wr0 7 is a faithful irreducible representation
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of A 03aB (cf., e.g., Corollary B.11 and Lemma B.36 of [25]). Thus Xr0 r(A 0, B)
is isomorphic to KC(7, 0 71T).
Now suppose there is an a E A such that 7r(a) is not a compact operator on
7~,. There there is a sequence { hi } of unit vectors in 7-I, such that { r(a)hi }
has no convergent subsequence. Choose b C B and v C 7~ such that r/(b)v O.
Then { 7r0 r7(a b)(hi 0 v) } has no convergent subsequence. This contradicts the
compactness of 7r0 r(a0 b). Therefore 7r(A) is an irreducible subalgebra of /C(7-,7),
and hence 7r(A) I- C(1t) by [1, Theorem 1.4.2].
D
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that A and B are C*-algebras, that a c a,(A)+, and that
b C K(B)+. Then a 0 b C
?(A ?0 B) for any C*-normry. Moreover, the image of
a 0 b in A Xx B belongs to i(A Ox B).
Proof. We can suppose that there are elements ai E s(A)o and bj E Ko(B) such
that
n

a<

m

ai

and

b.

b<Z

i=l

j=1

Since it is not hard to see that a 0 b < i,j ai 0 bj, it suffices to prove the lemma
in the case a E ao(A) and b cE o(B). Then there are x c A+ and y C B+ as
well as f,g c C+ ((0,oo)) such that a
f(xr) and b = g(y). Let h C C+((O,oo))
be such that h(x) = 1 for all x C supp(f) U supp(g). Let z = h(x) 0 h(y). Note
that a 0 b and z are positive, and that (a 0 b)z = a 0 b. It follows that a 0 b
belongs to s(A O3 B). But if r : A Omax B -

A ox B is the quotient map, then

n

r(a 0 b)7r(z)= r(a 0 b). The last assertion follows from this.

Lemma 6.5 ([11, Lemma 2.4]). Let A and B be Co(X)-algebras. Then the map
(a ox b)(x) -* a(x) 0 b(x) defines an isomorphism of the fibre A ox B(x) onto
A(x) Omax B(x) for all x C X.

Lemma 6.6. Suppose that A and B are in 5(X), and that Aox B has continuous
trace with spectrum X. Then A and B both have continuous trace with spectrum X.
Proof. We first show that A is CCR and has Hausdorff spectrum X. By assumption
A?x B has continuous trace and is therefore CCR. Thus (A?x B)(x) is elementary
for all x c X. Consequently Lemmas 6.5 and 6.3 imply that A(x) and B(x) are
elementary for all x C X. It follows that

A : Prim(A) -- X and

B : Prim(B)

-> X

are continuous bijections, and that A and B are CCR. We still need to see that CrA
and (B are homeomorphisms.
For each a C A, let fa(x) := la(r)l . Note that fa is upper semicontinuous
by Lemma 2.1(a). Now fix a C A and y C X. Note that if fa(y) = 0, then fa
is actually continuous at y. If fa(y) 7 O, then choose b C B such that lb(y)ll 7
0. Then since A ?,

B has Hausdorff spectrum,

strictly greater than zero near y. In particular,
fa = fafb/fb.

fa?b

fb

= fafb

is continuous

and

is strictly positive near y and

Since the product of nonnegative lower semicontinuous

functions is

lower semicontinuous, the latter is lower semicontinuous (where it is defined). It
follows that fa is continuous at y in general. Thus fa is continuous for all a E A,
and it follows from Lemma 2.1(b) that (rA is open. Thus A is CCR with spectrum
homeomorphic to X via aA. The same holds for B by symmetry.
To show that A has continuous trace, we will show that r(A)+ C m(A). Fix a E
K(A)+ and y C X. Since B is CCR and c(B)+ is dense in B+, there is a b C a(B)+
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such that 0 < tr(b(y)) < oo. Since x v- tr(b(x)) is always lower semicontinuous
[19, Proposition 4.4.9], it follows that tr(b(x)) -f 0 near y. Lemma 6.4 implies
that a 0 b EC (A Ox B)+. Since m(A Ox B) is dense by assumption, a 0 b is a
continuous-trace element and
g(x) := tr(a 0 b(x))
defines a continuous function on X. Since the natural map from (A Ox B)(x) onto
A(x) Or,ax B(x) is an isomorphism (Lemma 6.5),
tr(a 0 b(x)) - tr(a(x) 0 b(x)) - tr(a(x)) tr(b(x)).
Let g,(x) := tr(a(x)). Then g, = g/gb near y. Since ga and gb are lower semicontinuous and since the product of nonnegative upper semicontinuous functions
is always upper semicontinuous, it follows that ga is continuous at y. This proves
that c(A)+ C m(A). Therefore m(A) is dense and A has continuous trace. The
D
same holds for B by symmetry.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. If [A] has an inverse in S(X), then there is a B C 6(X) such
that A Ox B is Morita equivalent to Co(X) over X. In particular, A Ox B has
continuous trace with spectrum X, and the theorem follows from Lemma 6.6. 0
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